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Abstract

This paper explores the technology transfer of transistor manufacturing from the United 
States to Japan by Sony (then known as Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo, or Totsuko) between 
1953 and 1954. Although Sony’s engineers acquired the basic knowledge to 
manufacture transistors by studying two textbooks on this subject (including Bell Labs’ 
Transistor Technology), the two books provided little information about the 
specifications of the necessary apparatus or the manufacturing process itself. Sony sent 
its chief scientist, Kazuo Iwama, to the United States to obtain direct knowledge by 
observing transistor manufacturing processes and talking with engineers. In early 1954, 
Iwama sent many letters and reports from the United States to Sony headquarters in 
Tokyo. This collection of documents became known as the “Iwama Report,” analyzed 
here as a historical study for the first time. The technical information included in 
Iwama’s correspondence and in Transistor Technology played a crucial role in 
transmitting information. However, Iwama’s coworkers in Japan also provided Iwama 
with crucial guidance in his study based on feedback from their own transistor 
manufacturing experiments, which in turn were based on the technical information sent 
by Iwama. Therefore, Sony’s successful technology transfer is interpreted as an 
interactive and dialogical process in which visual and written communication and 
experimentation worked together, rather than as a unilateral transmission of knowledge.
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1.　Introduction

Soon after Western Electric Co. (WE), a branch of American Telephone and 
Telegraph Co. (AT&T), began to license the transistor patent in 1952, Totsuko sought 
licensing. Totsuko contracted with WE in October 1953 and succeeded in the trial 
manufacturing of germanium (Ge) point-contact transistors and Ge junction transistors in 
April 1954. Totsuko was not the first company to fabricate point-contact transistors and 
junction transistors in Japan, but they succeeded in manufacturing transistors for portable 
transistor radios, the first highly marketable application of the technology, and they 
became pioneers in the world-wide transistor radio boom of the mid-1950s.

It took less than six months for Totsuko to reproduce American manufacturing 
facilities on a trial basis despite their lack of experience in semiconductor physics and 
manufacturing. In Japan, soon after news of the invention of the transistor arrived in 
1948, scientists and engineers, including the best and brightest in Japan, struggled to 
reproduce the transistor experiments of Bell Labs. However, they were largely 
unsuccessful until ECL (Electrical Communication Laboratory, Denki-Tsushin-
Kenkyujo) succeeded in fabricating a point-contact transistor using a Ge single crystal 
they had purified themselves in March 1953.1

What made the difference between the struggle and the success of these two groups 
of scientists and engineers? Of course, timing was a significant issue. The scientists and 
engineers of Totsuko were able to study well-written and -organized textbooks authored 
by key persons at Bell Labs in detail. The zone-leveling refining apparatus, a key 
technology used to make Ge single crystal ingots, was not invented until mid-19502 and 
was not made public until 1952.3 The scientists at Totsuko were able to fully utilize this 
knowledge and technology as a shortcut around the obstacles and difficulties that 
seriously troubled other Japanese scientists.

In addition to this advantage, Totsuko sent its General Manager of Research and 
Development Department, Kazuo Iwama, who later became the fourth president of Sony, 
to the United States to obtain and analyze technological knowledge about transistor 
manufacturing that was not available through studying the existing literature. He visited 
transistor manufacturing facilities in the United States, engaged in technical discussions 
with the people working in transistor research and manufacturing, and sent reports to 

1 Yasuzo Nakagawa, Dokyumento Nihon no Handotai Kaihatsu̶cho eruesuai heno michi wo hiraita 
otokotachi (History of Semiconductor Development in Japan: The Men Who Led to the VLSI Age) (Tokyo: 
Daiyamondo-sha, 1981), p. 33. According to the literature, the first Japanese engineer to make a single Ge 
crystal, in 1950, is thought to have been Hiroe Osafune, NEC (ibid., p. 84).

2 Michael Riordan and Lillian Hoddeson, Crystal Fire: The Invention of the Transistor and the Birth of 
the Information Age (New York: W. W. Norton, 1997), pp. 98‒99.

3 William G. Pfann, “Principles of Zone Melting,” Transactions of the American Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgical Engineers 194 (1952): 747‒753.
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Totsuko’s headquarters. The collected correspondence and reports have been named the 
“Iwama Report,” and this correspondence is understood by historians of the semiconductor 
industry to be central to Totsuko’s successful transfer of transistor technology.

However, the document has not been published and historians have had no occasion 
to analyze it except for a few sheets of material that have occasionally been published as 
part of Sony’s public relations or in some journalist’s work.4

The author of this article was able to access, courtesy of Sony, photocopies of the 
reports and letters that Iwama wrote during each trip he took to the United States for 
business in the 1950s. In this article, I analyze Iwama’s 1954 trip report and attempt to 
elucidate the factors that made it possible, and easier, to transfer transistor manufacturing 
technology from the United States to Totsuko.

The “Iwama Report” preserves the process and its trail of the asynchronous but 
interactive communication between engineers and scientists in Japan and the United 
States.5 I describe herein how communication via the “Iwama Report” worked among the 
engineers and scientists in the United States and Japan to enable the transfer of transistor 
technology by Totsuko from the United States to Japan during the 1950s.

Integral to his communications, Iwama used many sketches and diagrams to 
illustrate what he observed or understood during his visits. These sketches and diagrams 
might be considered “talking sketches,” which several historians of technology have 
observed as part of the design of some artifacts. Eugene S. Ferguson and other 
technology historians have suggested that various operations of visual images are 
essentially interwoven into technological and scientific activities.6 According to 
Ferguson, engineers in general constantly exchange sketches in face-to-face 
conversations during the design process to make their ideas clearer and details more 
concrete. 7 However, Iwama’s sketches were not always sufficient for his Tokyo engineers 
to design and draft the machines, and so were sometimes revised based on the 

4 Yutaka Aida, a TV documentary producer who worked for NHK, used the “Iwama Report” to write 
about Sony’s transistor radio development process (Aida, Denshi Rikkoku Nihon no Jijoden (Autobiography of 
Electronics Nation, Japan) (Tokyo: Nihon Hoso Syuppan Kyokai, 1991), pp. 322‒325), and Hiroyoshi Otsuki, 
who wrote a biography of Iwama, referred to the material when he described Iwama’s trip to the United States. 
(Hiroyoshi Otsuki, Sony o Tsukutta Mohitori no Otoko: Iwama Kazuo (Another Man Who Created Sony: Iwama 
Kazuo) (Tokyo: Wac, 2006), Ch.4). However, they did not refer to technical details in the report.

5 About a survey on the frameworks and the theories of the technology transfer, see Barry Bozeman, 
“Technology Transfer and Public Policy: a Review of Research and Theory,” Research Policy, 29 (2000): 627‒
655.

6 Eugene S. Ferguson, Engineering and the Mind’s Eye (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1992); Takehiko 
Hashimoto, “E, Kazu, Kotoba, Miburi̶gijutsuwa ikani hyougensare, dentatu sareruka” (“Pictures, Numbers, 
Words, and Gestures: How technology represented and communicated), Shiso, vol. 926 (2001): 175‒189; 
Yoshio Nukaga, “Kagakuron niokeru Shikakuhyosyoron no Yakuwari: Shikakuti Shikakuka no Gakusetu 
Kenkyu (The Role of Visual Representation in Science Studies: An Overview of Theories on Visual Knowledge 
and Visualization),” Nenpo Kagaku Gijutsu Shakai, vol. 11, (2004): 150‒160.

7 Ferguson, op. cit., 96‒97.
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information they contained.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview based on 

previously published studies of the early semiconductor industry in Japan and Totsuko’s 
entrance into the field.8 Chapter 3 gives an outline of Iwama’s trip in 1954 as described in 
the “Iwama Report.” The following two chapters analyze communications from the report 
that describe the transistor manufacturing processes and apparatus. Of the two 
manufacturing methods available at the time, Iwama chose the diffusion technique, which is 
now called the alloy-junction technique, as the transistor manufacturing process for Totsuko 
early in February 1954, soon after his first visit to Allentown. Chapter 4 describes the 
decision-making process behind Iwama’s choice, while Chapter 5 describes his subsequent 
explanations and observations. These chapters also describe Iwama’s observations at 
transistor manufacturing plants and examine the communication between Iwama in the 
United States and his staff in Tokyo by focusing on visual images such as sketches and 
diagrams included in his letters as well as his references to sketches and pictures in other 
texts. Chapter 6 describes how Totsuko manufactured a portable transistor radio using its 
own transistors and how it subsequently succeeded in the market as a consequence of the 
extensive communication during the technology transfer process. In the last chapter, I 
summarize the transference of transistor technology to Totsuko as a four-stage process and 
then discuss the necessity of interactive communication between the sender and receiver in 
technology transfers, even when pictures and sketches in textbooks are available to function 
as “immutable mobiles,” as Bruno Latour called them.9 I also discuss the significance of 
various kinds of visual images in communication as conveyers of information and 
instruments for the improvement of technological ideas as well as the role of images as 

8 The important historiographies of the semiconductor technology and industry are below: Riordan and 
Hoddseson, Crystal Fire; John E. Tilton, International Diffusion of Technology: The Case of Semiconductors 
(Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1971); Hyungsub Choi, “Manufacturing Knowledge in Transit: 
Technical Practice, Organizational Change, and the Rise of The Semiconductor Industry in the United States 
and Japan, 1948‒1960” (Ph.D. dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 2006); Hitoshi Yoshioka, “The 
Development of Transistor Technology,” in Shigeru Nakayama, Kunio Goto, and Hitoshi Yoshioka, eds., A 
Social History of Science and Technology in Contemporary Japan, vol. 2: “Road to Self-reliance, 1952‒1959” 
(Melbourne: Trans Pacific Press, 2005), pp. 630‒646; Kokichi Arai, Nichibei no Denshi Sangyo (Electronics 
Industry in United States and Japan) (Tokyo: Hakuto Shobo, 1996); Aida, op. cit.; Nakagawa, op. cit. The key 
persons in the technology and the industry often wrote or spoke about their memories of their work and 
experiences. For example, Michio Hatoyama, Handotai o Sasaeta Hitobito (People Who Contributed to 
Semiconductor Technology) (Tokyo: Seibundo Shinko Sha, 1980); Makoto Kikuchi, Japanese Electronics: A 
Worm’s View of Its Evolution (Tokyo: Simul Press, 1983); Hiroe Osafune, Handotai no Ayumi (History of 
Semiconductor Technology and Industry in Japan) (Tokyo: NEC Bunka Sentaa, 1987); Jun-ichi Nishizawa and 
Atsuyoshi Ouchi, Nihon no Handotai Kaihatu̶Gekiteki hatten o sasaeta paionia nijuugo nin no shogen 
(Development of Semiconductor in Japan: Testimony of 25 pioneers contributed to its dramatic progress) 
(Tokyo: Kogyo Chosa Kai, 1995); Shingo Iwase, Handotai ni kaketa yonjuuunen (40 Years I Bet on the 
Semiconductor Technology) (Tokyo: Kogyo Chosa Kai, 1995).

9 Bruno Latour, “Drawing Things Together,” in, Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar, eds., Representation 
in Scientific Practice (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), pp. 19‒68.
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reference objects for people engaged in communication about technology transfer.

2.　Totsuko’s Entrance into the Semiconductor Industry

Totsuko was the first company to find a large market application for transistors in 
radios, and in which they were remarkably successful̶although several companies, 
including Japanese companies, had tried before.10 In 1952, during a business trip to the 
United States, Masaru Ibuka, the president of the company, decided to develop and 
manufacture transistor radios. The following year, he sent Akio Morita, the Executive 
Deputy President, to the United States to draw up a licensing agreement on transistors 
with WE, which was the AT&T branch that manufactured telecommunication devices and 
equipment. Totsuko was the first Japanese company to obtain a transistor manufacturing 
license from WE.11 American engineers who heard of Ibuka’s plan tried to persuade him 
to abandon it because using transistors as amplification devices in radios sounded too 
ambitious and adventurous. Transistors were thought to be suitable only for hearing aids, 
which only needed to amplify sounds, and not for amplification of radio frequency 
signals, but Ibuka didn’t change his mind.12

Totsuko was a technology intensive company, employing many highly-educated 
scientists and engineers who made up a third of Totsuko’s employees due to its intensive 
research and development (R&D) activities developing the tape recorder. Basic research 
into the physical properties of ferrite, from which the magnetic heads were made, and 
magnetic particles for the magnetic tapes was needed. However, Ibuka became worried 
about finding a new project for his many scientists and engineers to pursue. Ibuka 
believed that the development of the transistor radio would be a sufficiently ambitious 
goal that matched the potential of Totsuko’s scientists and engineers.13

Kazuo Iwama, the brother-in-law of Morita who had directed the R&D for tape 
recorders,14 was appointed the R&D manager for transistors. He and his staff began 

10 The early history of the technology transfer of the transistor from the United States to Japan is described 
in the following literature: Yoshioka, op. cit., Choi, op. cit., and Takushi Otani, “The Introduction and 
Development of Transistor Technology in Japan from 1948 to 1959,” a paper presented at the annual meeting of 
the Society of History of Technology, Minneapolis, November 2005. It was Kobe Kogyo that first started trial 
manufacture of point-contact transistors in Japan. See Fujitsu, Kobe-Kogyo Shashi (Tokyo: Fujitsu, 1976), p. 96.

11 Sony Koho Sentaa, Sony Jijoden (Sony: A Biography) (Tokyo: Wac, 1998), pp. 90‒98. In 1952, Hitachi, 
Toshiba, Kobe Kogyo, and Hayakawa Denki made comprehensive technical tie-up agreements on television and 
radio receivers and wireless communication equipment with RCA, but they did not make agreements on 
implementing the basic patent of the transistor with WE. They had not rushed to enter into contracts on the 
technology with WE until Totsuko imported the patent in 1954. See Denshi Kikai Kogyo Kai, ed., Denshi 
Kogyo Nijuu Nenshi (20 Years of Japanese Electronics Industry) (Denshi Kikai Kogyo Kai, 1968), pp. 310, 314, 
and 321. 

12 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., pp. 90‒98.
13 Ibid.
14 For a biography of Iwama, see Otsuki, op. cit. Iwama was Morita’s old friend from childhood, and he 

started his career as a geophysicist soon after graduating from Tokyo Imperial University. During the war, he 
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reading William Shockley’s Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors, which was then 
being read by scientists and engineers in Japan in an attempt to understand the new 
semiconductor and transistor theories.15 Tetsuo Tsukamoto, one of Iwama’s staff who 
joined the reading circle, recalled that they began reading Electrons and Holes in August 
1953. Each day, three pages were assigned to each participant to translate and explain to 
the rest of the group. It took three months to read the first part of the book, after which 
they stopped reading because the second part described in detail the quantum mechanics 
of semiconductors, which was not directly related to the manufacturing of transistors.16

While the group was reading, Morita returned to Japan with a variety of technical 
literature, including Bell Labs’ Transistor Technology, commonly known as “Ma Bell’s 
Cookbook,” containing information about transistor theory and manufacturing. WE had 
provided their transistor licensees with two volumes of the book,17 which was later 
expanded to three volumes and published in 1958 and is now the only edition available in 
Japan.

As Iwama and his staff began to read Ma Bell’s Cookbook together, they probably 
found the general descriptions of transistor manufacturing to be rich and useful. Each 
chapter in parts 1 through 4 of the book described in detail a stage of transistor 
manufacturing, from crystal preparation to the measurements of the fabricated transistor’s 
characteristics; and each chapter in parts 5 and 6 explained the design of transistors for 
manufacture and the manufacturing procedure, respectively. The book also contained 
quite a few pictures and sketches with descriptions of equipment and instruments for 
crystal preparation and transistor fabrication.18 However, after beginning to design and 
build a facility for transistor manufacture, they found the information in the book was not 
enough.19 “I wish I could have turned the page to see a picture of the other side of this 

served for the Navy as a science and engineering officer, and he worked on the wireless communication and the 
chaff to disguise airplanes from radar detection. In 1945, he returned to the Earthquake Research Institute of 
Tokyo Imperial University. In 1946, he married Morita’s sister and entered Totsuko a month after its 
establishment (June, 1946). Later, he worked as the head of loud speaker design, and then as head of tape 
recorder development before the involvement with the work of research and development of semiconductors.

15 Otani (op. cit.) divided the process of introducing transistor technology to Japan into three periods. The 
first period was from 1948 to 1950, when physicists reconstructed transistor theory from fragmental information 
on transistors, the second period was from 1951 to 1953, when scientists and engineers absorbed systematic 
knowledge of transistor theory and manufacture from textbooks like Shockley’s Electrons and Holes and “Ma 
Bell’s Cookbook,” and the third period was from 1953 to 1958, when engineers learned about transistor 
manufacturing by visiting American companies.

16 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., pp. 90‒98, Nakagawa, op. cit., pp. 58‒61, and Aida, op. cit., pp. 316‒319.
17 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., pp. 90‒98, Nakagawa, op. cit., pp. 58‒61, and Aida, op. cit., pp. 316‒319.
18 See Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric Company, Transistor Technology, 2 vols. (New 

York, 1952). The copy of the book I could see was issued to Automatic Telephone & Electric Company Ltd. and 
was numbered as no. 203. Circulation and copying of the book was forbidden when it was issued. 
Unfortunately, the book issued to Totsuko is no longer at Sony (based on e-mail from Mitsuru Kashiwabara, the 
manager of the Sony archive, dated October 25, 2006).

19 Aida, op. cit., pp. 316‒319.
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apparatus,” the engineers laughed to each other.20

This need for more information prompted Totsuko to send Iwama to the United States 
from January 1954 until April 1954 to collect information on transistor manufacturing 
techniques and transistor applications. During his visits to American companies, Iwama 
observed their transistor manufacturing processes and talked with employees. He 
pondered on a plan to build transistor manufacturing facilities and manufacture transistors 
for his company. He wrote about his experiences and views on transistor technological and 
market issues and its applications in letters and reports sent to Totsuko headquarters from 
the United States, while his staff tried to construct the equipment and facilities for 
transistor manufacture in Tokyo. These letters and reports were preserved by the company 
and later compiled into a record called the “Iwama Report.”

Meanwhile, though Totsuko had entered into a provisional transistor licensing 
contract with WE, it had yet to persuade the Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(MITI) to allocate foreign currency for payments to WE. At first, MITI wouldn’t permit 
Totsuko to import the transistor license because they were angry that Totsuko had not 
consulted them before making the provisional agreement with WE. On February 2, 1954, 
while Iwama was in the United States, MITI at last issued permission to the company 
after a change in the MITI officers handling the matter.21

On arriving in New York City on January 22, 1954, Iwama was welcomed by 
Yuzuru Tanigawa, an old friend of Ibuka’s, at the Idlewild Airport (now John F. Kennedy 
International Airport). The next day, Shido Yamada visited Iwama and took him 
sightseeing in New York.22 Yamada, working as an agent for Totsuko, attended Iwama 
during his stay in the United States and arranged his visits to companies and meetings 
with personnel.

On this day, Iwama wrote his first letter to Totsuko headquarters in Tokyo, followed 

20 Tetsuo Tsukamoto, “Sony no Ishizue o Kizuku (Building the foundation of Sony’s Semiconductor 
Technology),” in Nishizawa and Ouchi, eds., Nihon no Handotai Kaihatsu, op. cit., pp. 99‒100.

21 On the foreign currency allocation problem, see Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., p. 99. 
22 “Iwama Report,” 1‒1, reference number.
Iwama used aerograms for relatively short letters and letter paper with Totsuko’s logo for relatively long 

reports. The photocopies of the “Iwama Report” collection kindly lent to me by Sony included 256 pages. 
Iwama often wrote on both sides of the paper. Sony personnel photocopied each side to a single sheet, resulting 
in two pages. They also stamped each sheet with numbers from 0001 to 0256, which I have used as the 
reference number to each “page.”

I gave each set of material made in the same year a number from 1 to 4, so letters and reports written in 
1954 are referred to as “material 1.” I also gave each piece of correspondence a number. For example, “material 
1” in 1954 consists of 21 letters of correspondence, so I used “correspondence number” 1 to 21 when referring 
to the material.

When I refer to each page of the collection, I usually use its material number, its correspondence number, 
and its reference number. For instance, the second page of the correspondence dated on January 25, 1954 would 
be referred to as “‘Iwama Report,’ 1‒2, 0004,” because it is the fourth page in the collection, and the fourth page 
of the correspondence on April 1, 1954 would be referred to as “‘Iwama Report,’ 1‒21, 0108,” because it is the 
108th page of the collection.
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by a continual stream of letters and lengthy reports to Tokyo until April 1, 1954, when he 
left the United States. By the end of his trip, he had sent 21 letters and reports back to 
Totsuko. Iwama visited the United States three additional times between 1954 and 1958, 
writing additional letters and reports to Tokyo during every trip.

Among the key people outside of Totsuko who helped the transfer of transistor 
technology from the United States was Frank Mascarich, whom Iwama met seven times 
during his stay in 1954 according to the “Iwama Report,” in which he is referred to as 
“Masc.” or “Mas.”23 Iwama wrote in a letter of his first meeting with Mascarich, “I met 
Mr. Masc. who we eagerly waited to see.”24 Morita had seen him on one occasion before 
Iwama’s meeting,25 but Morita and Iwama had little information about him. He was 
probably the vice-president of licensing and a patent attorney in charge of technology 
transfer of the transistor from WE to other companies.26

Mascarich arranged two of Iwama’s visits to the WE Allentown plant where 
transistors and other semiconductor products were being manufactured. He also gave 
Iwama important information for building and operating facilities for transistor 
manufacture through meetings and discussions with Iwama.27 For example, Mascarich 
permitted Iwama to see and copy lists titled “Commercially Available Components of 
Crystal Growing Machine” and “Commercial Sources of Supply of Materials Associated 
with Germanium Processing,” which Iwama sent to Tokyo in an aerogram.28

Although Mascarich showed Iwama the process of transistor manufacture in the WE 
Allentown plant in great detail and answered his questions about technical specifications 
thoroughly, he rejected requests to see specific drawings of machines in the manufacture 
process and refused to open restricted information to Iwama. It appears, however, that 
WE was generally open to sharing the transistor manufacturing process and information 
and knowledge about it.

WE’s open attitude to Totsuko reflected AT&T’s patent licensing policy on transistor 
technology. AT&T would license the transistor patent to companies that could pay an 
initial $25,000 (about $180,000 in 2016) and then give the book, Transistor Technology, 
to the licensees through WE. These licensees were invited to a symposium in 1952 on 

23 Mascarich’s full name does not seem to be included in the “Iwama Report,” but it is included in John 
Nathan, Sony: The Private Life (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1999), p. 33.

24 “Iwama Report,” 1‒2, 0004.
25 Nathan, Sony: The Private Life, p. 32. 
26 Ibid., and Don Pies, “Regency’s Development of the TR-1 Transistor Radio,” Regency TR-1 Transistor 

Radio History, http://members.cox.net/dbpies/regencytr1/Regency_Early_Years.html. Accessed on March 28, 
2009. Now available at https://web.archive.org/web/20090328113853/http://members.cox.net/dbpies/regencytr1/ 
Regency_Early_Years.html Accessed on April 15, 2016. This article is based on the oral history of John R. Pies, 
the co-founder of Regency Co., which developed and sold the first transistor radio in the world. It refers to 
Mascarich as a patent attorney for WE. 

27 Nathan, op. cit., pp. 32‒35.
28 “Iwama Report,” 1‒7, 0027.
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transistors, after which licensees were welcome to visit WE’s transistor plant. Although 
licensees had to pay royalties, 5% or less of total sales, to WE every year, they could 
avoid that payment by cross-licensing with WE. Totsuko had no patent that could be used 
for a cross-license agreement. WE thus stood to benefit substantially through royalties 
from Totsuko’s success in manufacturing and selling transistors,29 prompting WE to 
willingly share detailed technical information with Totsuko.

AT&T’s generous patent licensing policy was a consequence of an anti-trust lawsuit 
in 1949 by the Department of Justice demanding the separation of WE from AT&T. In an 
effort to avoid the split, the company renounced the idea of monopolizing the transistor 
market. The company restricted itself to the manufacture of transistors for military use, 
and the patent was licensed through WE. In 1956, AT&T reached a settlement with the 
Department of Justice that prohibited AT&T from entering any markets other than the 
telecom industry and required AT&T to provide other companies with its patents freely or 
for reasonable royalties.30

3.　Communication and Decision Making before Adopting  
the Alloy-Junction Technique

In the middle of his trip, Iwama had to make a decision about which technique 
Totsuko should use to manufacture transistors: the crystal-growing or the alloy-junction 
technique.31 The crystal-growing method uses a crystal-pulling machine, in which a tiny 
“seed” crystal of germanium or silicon is placed in contact with a molten liquid of the 
same material and then slowly withdrawn while simultaneously being rotated. This 
allows additional layers of atoms to gradually accumulate on its lower end, thus growing 
the crystal. If, in the middle of pulling, pellets of donor material (N-type impurities), then 
pellets of acceptor material (P-type impurities), and then of donor material, and so on, are 

29 Tilton, op. cit., pp. 73‒74.
30 Ibid.; also see Kazuomi Yamaguchi, Amerika Denki-tsushin-sangyo Hatten-shi: Beru-sisutemu no Keisei 

to Kaitai Katei (A History of American Electronics Industry: the Formation and the Breaking-up of the Bell 
System) (Tokyo: Dobunkan Shuppan, 1994), pp. 194‒204.

31 The transistor manufacturing process using the crystal-growing technique from around 1953 can be 
described as follows: (1) Reduction of oxide germanium, (2) zone-refining to purify the germanium, (3) crystal-
growing (in the middle of this process, impurities were added to form strata with different electrical properties), 
(4) slicing to make wafers, (5) lapping and polishing of the wafer, (6) dicing, (7) etching, (8) cleaning, (9) 
plating, (10) electrode attachment, (11) surface treatment, (12) assembly, and (13) encapsulation. The alloy-
junction method can be described as follows: (1) and (2) are the same as in the crystal-growing technique, (3) 
crystal-growing with pulling machine or zone-leveling to make N type germanium, (4) through (8) are the same, 
(9) plating to the base germanium, (10) electrode attachment to the base germanium, (11)is the same, (12) alloy-
junction with indium pellets by heating, (13) etching, (14) assembly, and (15) encapsulation. See Bell Telephone 
Laboratories and Western Electric Company, Transistor Technology, op. cit., and James D. Fahnestock, 
“Production Techniques in Transistor Manufacture,” Electronics (26, October 1953): 130‒134.
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added to the liquid at set intervals, an N‒P‒N structured crystal that works as a transistor 
is obtained. By changing the order in which the donor and the acceptor material is added, 
a P‒N‒P crystal can be obtained.32 This technique was published by Gordon K. Teal and 
John B. Little in Physical Review in 1950.33

If the doping intervals in the pulling process are short enough, the middle layer (P in 
an N‒P‒N crystal or N in a P‒N‒P crystal) can be made thin enough so that high-
frequency signals may be amplified effectively. The crystal-growing technique was 
recognized as a way to control the thickness of layers more easily than the alloy-junction 
technique. A crystal-pulling machine was also used to make N-type germanium for the 
alloy-junction technique, as described below.34

The alloy-junction technique was developed in a General Electric research 
laboratory and first used by John Saby of GE to fabricate a P‒N‒P transistor in 1951. His 
prototype of the device was revealed in June of 1951. In this process, two small pellets of 
indium (an acceptor material) are placed on opposite sides of a thin slice of N-type 
germanium, and this combination is heated to 450°C, at which point the indium melts and 
begins to dissolve into the germanium, forming an alloy. Atoms of indium diffuse into the 
germanium, forming layers of P-type germanium on either side of the N-type layer. Soon 
after RCA adapted the alloy-junction method for mass production, many other companies 
also adopted it.35 During the 1950s, this method was also called the diffusion transistor 
technique, as Iwama often referred to it in his letters and reports.

Zone melting was used to obtain refined germanium ingots (zone refining) and to 
make single germanium crystals with the acceptor or donor material, which has uniform 
electric resistance as a whole (zone leveling).36 This method was developed by William 
Pfann in 1950‒1951 and was kept secret until 1952 at the military’s request.37 Single 
crystals made using the zone leveling technique were used to make the base of alloy-
junction transistors (N-type Ge).

Iwama first met Mascarich on January 25. On that visit, Mascarich suggested that 
alloy-junction transistors (“diffused type” transistors) should be effective to amplify 
signals in a circuit when the output signal’s power was at the watt level, as needed for a 
radio receiver circuit, since it had a deficiency of low cut-off frequency. Crystal-grown 
transistors should be suitable to amplify high-frequency signals such as radio frequencies 
(RF) to immediate frequencies (IF), while audio frequencies (AF) would be amplified 

32 Riordan and Hoddeson, op. cit., pp. 174‒175, 182‒183.
33 Gordon K. Teal and John B. Little, “Growth of Germanium Single Crystals,” Physical Review, vol. 78 

(1950): 647.
34 Riordan and Hoddeson, op. cit. 
35 Ibid., pp. 199‒200.
36 On zone refining apparatus, see W. G. Pfan and K.M. Olsen, “Zone-Melting Process,” in Bell Telephone 

Laboratories, Transistor Technology, op. cit., pp. 25‒57.
37 Riordan and Hoddeson, op. cit.
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successfully even by alloy-junction transistors. In the case of low power output, only 
crystal-grown transistors could be used in hearing aids, which only needed to process 
audio frequency signals.38 That is, there was no transistor that could be used as a device 
for amplification in a radio receiver’s circuit even two years after Ibuka’s visit to the 
United States.

Iwama visited Radio Receptor, Germanium Products, and WE at Allentown, 
collecting technical knowledge on both transistor manufacturing methods. He observed 
and sketched in great detail both the zone levelers, usually used for the alloy-junction 
method, and the crystal pulling machines, indispensable for the crystal-growing technique.

On February 1, he visited Radio Receptor and observed its plant in detail for about 
an hour. He described the plant’s layout and the dispatch of persons to jobs, and he made 
a list of machines used in the plant and their manufacturers to aid the decision of what 
machines Totsuko should import.39 He observed crystal-pulling machines that did not 
have any apparatus for doping with impurities. These were used only for making N-type 
germanium crystals to be used as the base in the alloy-junction technique. He described 
how the seed crystal was withdrawn slowly from the molten liquid and sketched the 
surface of the liquid (Fig. 1). He also described the heights and forms of machines he saw 
in person that were pictured in Transistor Technology (Fig. 2).40

Iwama talked with Radio Receptor’s engineers over lunch, but according to Iwama, 
the discussion did not provide much information on transistor manufacturing. Rather, the 
engineers were specialists on transistor circuits and their applications.41 A Radio Receptor 

38 “Iwama Report,” 1‒2, 0004.
39 “Iwama Report,” 1‒6, 0021‒0024.
40 Ibid.
41 “Iwama Report,” 1‒6, 0017, 0025.

Figure 1.　Sketch of the surface of the liquid Ge, which Iwama observed at Radio Receptor’s plant (“Iwama 
Report,” 1‒6, 0021)
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employee offered to contract with Totsuko to help fully replicate Radio Receptor’s whole 
manufacturing facilities, including training on mass-production of transistors, but Iwama 
refrained from answering because he wanted to collect more knowledge before judging 
what Totsuko should do to transfer the technology efficiently and effectively.42

On February 4, Iwama visited Germanium Products, which manufactured the first 
germanium junction transistor in the world, again enumerating the machines used there 
and their manufacturers.43

The next day, Iwama visited the WE Allentown plant, where he observed the 
transistor manufacturing process in detail. He later drew sketches of a zone leveler, 
crystal-pulling machines, the transistor sealing method, and so on at his hotel. In the 
report dated February 11, he described the zone-refining process using the zone-melting 
apparatus by explaining the difference between his actual observations and the picture 

42 Ibid., 0017.
43 “Iwama Report,” 1‒9, 0032‒0034.

Figure 2.　Picture of a crystal-pulling machine in the 1952 version of Transistor Technology, p. 762
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and sketch on page 760 of Transistor Technology (Fig. 3). “Speed Constant44 [for pulling 
the boat in which the ingot lay in the tube of the apparatus]. Something vertical on P760 
[of the Transistor Technology] is flowrater. Mascr. said, there was no difficulty here. / 
Letting N2 into the middle of the zone was a technique [sic] as we had thought. Design 
around the Motor [sic] was simpler than the sketch [in the book].”45

Iwama asked his staff to build and operate the zone-refining apparatus 
experimentally and report the results to him by his next visit Allentown, around March 
20, when he might see Mascarich.46 Iwama intended to communicate with his staff in 
Tokyo so that he could redirect the focus of his investigation and observe the machines’ 
specifications in more detail based on their responses. It can easily and reasonably be 
assumed from evidence in the “Iwama Report” that there was considerable frequent 
correspondence between Iwama and headquarters via many channels. For example, 
Iwama corrected his previous description of the ingredients of etchant and recognized 
what “Amaya’s letter” had pointed out was right in his report dated February 11.47 (Akio 
Amaya was a chemist at Totsuko who often put his signature on Iwama’s reports to 

44 Italic style in the quotations from “Iwama Report” is used to show the English words in the documents, 
except for the mention of Japanese unit in the quotation later.

45 “Iwama Report,” 1‒9, 0035‒0036.
46 Ibid., 0036.
47 “Iwama Report,” 1‒18, 0085.

Figure 3.　Picture of a zone-refining machine from Transistor Technology, p. 760. The vertical rod seen at the 
center of the picture is explained by Iwama as a “flowrater” (flow rate meter)
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indicate that he had read them.48)
Iwama described the mechanism of the zone leveler with sketches giving an 

illustrated overview of the apparatus (Fig. 4), how the seed and purified germanium ingot 
were placed in the boat (Fig. 5), the form of the seed, and the location of the high-
frequency coil around the silica tube. The secret, which Mascarich revealed with a grin, 
was to put graphite rings into the silica tube under each high-frequency coil. This 
information had just been declassified a month earlier. Iwama insisted this was an 
“absolute technique” and told his staff to immediately begin building a zone leveler with 
these features.49

Iwama was bedridden from February 6 to 9 following his visit to Allentown,50 so 
Iwama couldn’t write the reports on his visit until February 11. On February 10, he wrote 
a short letter, described later, informing Totsuko of his decision to choose the alloy-
junction technique, based on his observations at the various plants. He requested that his 
staff build the apparatus following his description in order to start experiments on the 
alloy-junction technique.

After attending the IRE‒AIEE joint conference on transistor applications, Iwama 
continued to describe the facilities he observed at Allentown in the report dated February 
21. He reported on crystal-pulling machines, slicing and dicing apparatus, and the 
junction transistor assembly process.

48 We can often see the signature on the letter and documents in the Iwama Report. I have no certain idea 
why Sony’s people put on signature on them, because unfortunately, I could not access people who was working 
during this period. However, the signature certainly indicated that the person who put his signature on the 
document already read and understood it. Sony’s staff therefore could know who already share the information 
in it. I believe the signature might be useful for the efficient information sharing among the scientists, the 
engineers, the top-level management in the company.

49 “Iwama Report,” 1‒9, 0037‒0038.
50 “Iwama Report,” 1‒8, 0030.

Figure 4.　Sketch of a zone leveler at WE’s Allentown plant (“Iwama Report,” 1‒9, 0036).
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Iwama found that four of the crystal-pulling machines were “as wholly same as 
[illustrated] on P761 and P762 [of Transistor Technology],” but only two of the machines 
worked for silicon and germanium grown crystals when Iwama visited. Iwama wrote 
descriptions of the structure of the apparatus, the method and speed of pulling the seed, 
the inactive gas filling the tube, the motor to drive the rod pulling the seed, the 
mechanism creating the up-and-down motions of the crucible in the tube (a compressor), 
the way of packing the tube’s ends, the structure of the crucible, the way to cool the high-
frequency coil, the structure of the device for impurity doping, the H2 outlet, and so on. 
He also made several sketches to describe them.51

Iwama illustrated a pulling machine in great detail, as shown in Fig. 6. While it may 
appear that Iwama sketched it after seeing some design drawing, Iwama wrote, “I can’t 
understand anything but for the outline [of the pulling machine] because they rejected my 
request to see its design drawing although I had requested again and again.” Taking 
photographs was also prohibited, so Iwama completed his sketches from memory of his 
observations and the engineers’ explanations of the various machines at the plants. He 
also probably depended on sketches and pictures in Transistor Technology (for example, 

51 “Iwama Report,” 1‒11, 0047‒0055.

Figure 5.　Sketches of the seed and zone-refined germanium bar on the graphite boat in a zone leveler (top), the 
form of a seed (center), and the arrangement of the high-frequency coil around the silica tube of the zone 
leveler (bottom) (“Iwama Report” 1‒9, 0037)
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the image shown in Fig. 2). Iwama often correctly referred in his reports to the pages on 
which the sketches and pictures were, implying that he must have had a copy of the book 
with him during the trip.

Although he described and illustrated the mechanism of a crystal-pulling machine, 
Iwama judged there was no reason for his company to build it in a hurry because his first 
target was alloy-junction germanium transistors. “We have to use Zone leveling for the 
first target of diffusion [sic] junction Ge Transis., not by the way [crystal is grown by a 
pulling machine], and I think we shouldn’t start to build this pulling machine for Si Single 
Crystal until my return,” Iwama wrote.

Silicon had been thought to have many deficiencies as a transistor material until 
WE’s invention of the oxide mask and diffusion in 1955. Iwama recognized its 
deficiencies, such as “slow operate[sic], difficulty of purification (99.98% now), problem 
of a crucible [because the melting point of silicon is very high], difficulty making single 
crystal, . . . and so on.”52 Also, the crystal-pulling machine was more expensive than 
Iwama anticipated53; therefore, it was unrealistic for Totsuko to immediately start 
building the facilities for Si single crystal production by purchasing pulling machines.

Iwama revealed his plan to develop and manufacture transistors in the 

52 “Iwama Report,” 1‒2, 0003.
53 Ibid.

Figure 6.　Sketch of a pulling machine, WE’s Allentown plant (“Iwama Report,” 1‒11, 0048)
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correspondence dated February 10: First, he abandoned the crystal-growing technique, 
instead choosing the alloy-junction method to manufacture P‒N‒P Ge transistors. 
Second, he requested that the building of pulling machines be suspended, except for a 
machine that was already actually in use. Instead, he insisted on constructing a zone 
leveler, which is easier to build and operate, to obtain single Ge crystals.54 After that, the 
focus of Iwama’s attention shifted heavily to the alloy-junction process.

4.　Communication after Adopting the Alloy-Junction Technique

In correspondence dated February 24, Iwama informed Totsuko that he had begun to 
search for and collect knowledge about the alloy-junction technique. The letter clearly 
shows that he received questions and opinions from the Research Section of his staff. 
Iwama redirected the focus of his investigation and observed the plants and machine 
details and specifications based on those questions and opinions.55

Previously, on February 23, he had visited Radio Receptor again, but he could only 
see the plant for about 10 minutes because he had rejected the company’s offer to help 
with the technology transfer for a large payment. During his brief visit, he observed a 
furnace and jig for making the alloy and attempted to determine the temperature and the 
heating time:

Temperature is certainly 560°C. The furnaces are Hevi Duty. Although I 
showed [the outline of] one in the left sketch [left in Fig. 7], the speed of 
drawing ([the] boat) is unknown. Two of the furnaces worked fully.

Putting the Collector In, and then emitter into the holes [on the graphite boat on 
the right in Fig. 6] in this order, and put [the boat] in level. They put about 120 
[of the set of pellets] on a graphite boat. (This process was [handled by] 3 
women) As for [the] furnace, if we premise that two of them heating about 120 

54 “Iwama Report,” 1‒8, 0030‒0031. I will show its translation below (underlines are in the original text);
̶ Now is our chance. We can carry out through for ourselves, I believe.
̶ [Building] pulling machines should all be suspended but for [“Tokuda’s?” it is unreadable] machine.
̶ The first target in priority should be manufacturing diffusion type P‒N‒P for the present, as for the Ge 

transistor.
̶ Pay most attention to Si. (Photo-transis will surely become this). The secondary target is gold-bonded Si 

diode, which Western [Electric] deals with.
̶ We should abandon grown Type Ge transistor because of its poor performance (high α, low noise).
̶ Immediately, Zone-Leveling-Single Crystal machine should be built (it is much simpler than [a sketch 

on] P52 [of the Transistor Technology]. Only tube constant).
̶ Anyway, we can carry out through even if the machine which Leeds [& Northrop] released doesn’t 

come. Pushing on the plan, and a goal in June is 100 units produced per month, 1000 units in July, 
about 2500 units in August (only P‒N‒P). We will find a way if we, the engineers, enter into the plant 
keeping all conditions in mind, keeping it clean and making it a rule to record . . . 

55 “Iwama Report,” 1‒12, 0056.
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of [the set of pellets] at once, 300 [of alloy-junction transistors] are produced a 
day, [then] would diffusion time be considerably long? De Witt said, 
“temperature and time are secrets.” I found a temperature control automatic 
[equipment] [sic] (Leeds & Northrup). I deemed they didn’t do Gold Plating.56

Probably because Iwama planned to have his staff make such a graphite boat, he 
observed and sketched the graphite boat in relatively great detail. He also sketched the jig 
for making the alloy junction and a method for alloying in the same aerogram (Fig. 7). 
These jigs are thought to have been made at Totsuko, but Hevi Duty’s furnaces would be 
imported, as described later. On March 8, Iwama visited Hevi Duty Electric Company to 
check the furnace.

On March 1, Iwama met with Mascarich and was lectured at great length about the 
P‒N‒P alloy-junction technique. At the beginning of the correspondence dated the same 
day, Iwama adamantly requested that his staff build Totsuko’s facility for the manufacture 
of this type of transistor by following Bell Labs’ design, which Mascarich had explained 
in that meeting. However, transistor manufacturing techniques were still developing and 
chaotic. For example, even the crystal-pulling machines, which were the core of the 
process, were being remodeled three times a week on average. Iwama was afraid that 
even if Totsuko transplanted an American company’s entire manufacturing process into 
its own, they would have to drastically modify the process immediately. Therefore, 
Iwama concluded that “it will be advantageous to pick up [parts of the manufacture] 
processes that are superior from all companies and carry on. As for germanium, it is more 

56 “Iwama Report,” 1‒12, 0057.

Figure 7.　Sketch of a furnace and jigs at the Radio Receptor plant (“Iwama Report,” 1‒12, 0057)
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essential than anything [else] to learn to control single conductivity type germanium as 
they wished.”57

In contrast with Totsuko, Hitachi and Toshiba made a comprehensive technical tie-
up with RCA and introduced its entire facility and process for transistor manufacture to 
their plants about a year after Totsuko’s experience.58 We can’t conclude from the 
evidence we have now whether the transistor manufacturing process had matured rapidly 
during this interval or whether these two companies had some other technical rationale, 
but the difference in their policies on technology transfer is impressive and interesting.

Iwama continued to describe the indispensable data for the alloy-junction technique:
 (1)　width, length, and thickness of the germanium wafer
 (2)　thickness of the germanium base
 (3)　composition and size of the indium disk
 (4)　the diffusion process (alloy-junction process)
 (5)　etching
 (6)　rinsing
 (7)　composition of the protective wax and lacquer
 (8)　connection of the wires for the emitter and collector
 (9)　hermetic sealing
(10) zone leveling
(11) the generator for the single crystal zone-leveling apparatus

He specified the heating temperature (500°C) and time (20 minutes) for the diffusion 
process with (1), (2), and (3) above, and he required his staff to follow these directions 
closely, because “[these properties are] closely correlated with each other as you know” 
and “if the proportion of volume (Weight) of In to volume (Weight) of Ge reaches and 
exceeds a definite value, the base layer will vanish.”59

Mascarich showed Iwama the method of placing pellets of indium and N-type 
germanium in the alloy diffusion technique, as shown in Fig. 8. We can’t tell from the text 
whether Iwama saw a picture or sketch or if he sketched it by following Mascarich’s 
verbal explanation. Iwama explained that “we have to just put each [pellet] at first.” That 
is, put the indium pellet on the hole of the graphite boat for the emitter, then put the 
N-type germanium on the boat for the base, and then indium again for the collector. Also, 

57 “Iwama Report,” 1‒14, 0062.
58 As for Hitachi and Toshiba’s transfers of transistor technology, see Aida, op. cit., pp. 273‒284. Toshiba 

and Hitachi’s engineers tried to imitate and thoroughly replicate RCA’s transistor manufacturing method at first. 
RCA formed a committee which was sent to Japan in order to investigate the Japanese electronics industry and 
electronics companies in a technical tie-up with itself. The committee visited Toshiba and Hitachi to interview 
company personnel about the vacuum tube, TV, radio receivers, and transistor. W.B. Brown, W. M. James, and 
D. Y. Smith, “Summary Report Visit to Japanese Licensees, April, 1958” EM-7671, Box 97, Accession 2069, 
Hagley Museum and Library (Wilmington, Delaware, USA).

59 “Iwama Report,” 1‒14, 0064‒0065.
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in the WE plant, they soldered pure nickel to the germanium with ZnCl2 while the top 
indium was fixed during the alloy junction process by a washer made of graphite. These 
two operations were not seen in the Radio Receptor plant.60

As for zone leveling [(10) above], Iwama specified the width, the length, and the 
position of the graphite ring as he had mentioned in a previous report, and he also showed 
the vector property of the “seed” crystal (“[The vector property of a] Seed is (2, 1, 1) as he 
said today”). Iwama also drew a sketch of the interface of the graphite ring and the seed, 
as shown in Fig. 9.61

On March 5, Iwama again visited the WE plant at Allentown and, with intense 
concentration, observed just the portions of the manufacturing process and the facility 
related to Totsuko’s plan for semiconductor manufacturing in the future.62

In the correspondence dated March 7, Iwama reported on his visit in detail. He 
explained the following issues: (1) single crystal zone-leveling apparatus, (2) zone-
refining apparatus, (3) dicing of silicon, (4) lapping machine, (5) assembly for point-
contact transistor, (6) assembly for N‒P‒N junction transistor, and (7) silicon diode 
varistor.63 In the report dated March 10, he continued on to explain the assembly for the 
point-contact transistor.64

It is interesting that Iwama was very interested not only in the alloy-junction 

60 “Iwama Report,” 1‒14, 0064‒0065.
61 Ibid.
62 “Iwama Report,” 1‒15, 0071.
63 Ibid., 0070‒0073.
64 “Iwama Report,” 1‒15, 0076‒0077.

Figure 8.　Sketch of jigs for the “diffusion” process for alloy-junction transistors and placement of Ge and In 
based on Mascarich’s explanation (“Iwama Report,” 1‒14, 0065)
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transistor (P‒N‒P), which he insisted that his company had to replicate first, but also in 
the point-contact transistor, the N‒P‒N junction transistor (a crystal-grown type of 
transistor), and the varistor. Totsuko tried to replicate the point-contact transistor during 
Iwama’s stay in the United States As for the N‒P‒N junction transistor and varistor, 
Iwama planned to replicate them after successfully replicating the germanium alloy-
junction transistor.65

According to the correspondence dated March 1, Iwama was uncertain from 
Mascarich’s earlier explanation whether a quartz boat should be put on the graphite boat 
to contain the seed crystal and refined germanium in the zone-leveling apparatus, so on 
this visit he wanted to make sure.66 After the second visit to Allentown, he described the 
single-crystal zone-leveling apparatus as shown in Fig. 10. Iwama wrote that “it [the boat 
for germanium crystal in the tube of a zone leveler] is a quartz boat as your question [that 
is, as you guessed],” accompanied by a sketch of the cross-section of the boat (Fig.10, 
top).67 We can easily assume that engineers in Tokyo had asked him to make sure whether 
the boat was made of graphite or quartz before this report.

Iwama compared Fig. 10 with Fig. 3, which he wrote after his first visit to the 
Allentown plant, the positions of the N2 “in let” and “out let” were reversed, but he didn’t 
mention this probably because he did not have a copy of the report he had already sent,68 

65 Totsuko would use crystal-grown transistors as devices for circuits of the transistor radio it sold as well 
as alloy junction transistors, as we will see below. Totsuko also later merchandised the silicon varistor. 

66 “Iwama Report,” 1‒14, 0068.
67 “Iwama Report,” 1‒15, 0070‒0071.
68 “Iwama Report,” 1‒6, 0025. Iwama wrote “ . . . I wrote much lengthy again. I have continued to write for 

Figure 9.　Sketch of the interface of the seed and the refined germanium bar, which Iwama saw at WE’s 
Allentown plant (“Iwama Report,” 1‒14, 0068)
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so he couldn’t compare them. He illustrated and described how deeply they were inserted 
into the tube through the plug made of silicon rubber or “Neoprane” rubber [probably, 
Neoprene rubber, which is one of DuPont’s synthetic rubbers]. He also illustrated and 
described the form and position of the quartz boat and the retainer placed in the side of 
the germanium ingot in more detail than he had shown in the report on the previous 
visit.69 Iwama knew he had already observed these things during his previous visit, but he 
now turned his eye to new points that he hadn’t seen closely, and looked at the apparatus 
as a whole in greater detail than he had previously. We can recognize from his sentences 
that questions and opinions from Tokyo influenced his attention.

He was also amazed that the packing of the silica tube and sealing of the inlet and 
the outlet were not tight (“The packing for the N2 tube [sic] and so on were really lose 
[loose] . . . The In let and Out let were positioned in the place as the figure shows, and [its 
sealings were] indeed easy”) and that the temperature control was not strict. “It seems a 
little ridiculous to use other methods, if we do [make a clean germanium single crystal] 
by this technique.”70 He recognized through his observations of the plant that the single-
crystal zone-leveling apparatus would make operation and management of the 
manufacturing process for transistors much easier.

On March 15, Iwama visited Raytheon’s plant, but his request to observe its 

4 hours, so I got terribly tired. Because I haven’t taken note except for letters, letters tend to be all the more 
long-winded.” The passage tells us that Iwama usually did not leave his copy of or his draft of the letter at hand.

69 “Iwama Report,” 1‒15, 0070‒0071.
70 Ibid.

Figure 10.　Sketch of the cross-section of a boat on which the germanium bar was put (top) and the zone 
leveler at WE’s Allentown plant (“Iwama Report,” 1‒15, 0071)
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manufacturing facility was rejected, as previously noted. The next day, he went to C.B.S. 
Hytron’s plant, where he observed the facility and interviewed the staff. He observed the 
resistivity of the germanium single crystal, the dimensions of the germanium wafers and 
pellets, the etching of germanium wafers, the diffusion process, and the assembly of 
transistors. In the letter dated on the same day, he wrote that “[Knowing that the values he 
had observed and heard about were] so similar to the values in the design which Mas. 
recommende [sic, recommended] for the future, I am very relieved.”71 Iwama drew 
sketches of jigs (Fig. 11) and a furnace (Fig. 12) for the alloy-junction process, paying 
attention to the differences from those of the WE plant.72

On March 17, Iwama visited the RCA plants in Harrison and Princeton with “Mr. 
Mabuchi, Matsushita Electric Works.” RCA was manufacturing P‒N‒P junction 
transistors using the alloy-junction technique, but “the tr. [transistor] plant was indeed a 
test plant. Although they worked in orderly manner in a room [that] had about 100 tsubo 
[Japanese unit of area. 1 tsubo is about 3.3 m2] . . . , I was not at all aware that they 
weren’t in as high spirits as R.R. [Radio Receptor’s people], who had to manufacture a 
fixed number [of transistors] this month, and they appeared to just try to assemble, 

71 “Iwama Report,” 1‒18, 0082.
72 “Iwama Report,” 1‒18, 0082‒0085.

Figure 11.　Sketch of a jig for the alloy diffusion process at the C.B.S. Hytron plant (“Iwama Report,” 1‒18, 
0082)

Figure 12.　Sketch of a furnace for the alloy diffusion process at the C.B.S. Hytron plant (“Iwama Report,” 
1‒18, 0082)
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probably with production quantity as much as 200 to 300 a day.”73

Iwama noticed that the graphite rings under the high-frequency coils, recently 
declassified by WE, weren’t used at Harrison, although the zone-leveling apparatus was 
being use there. He wrote that “anyway, they are going to the direction of zone 
leveling.”74 He continued to describe the operation and apparatus of the slicing, the 
wafering, the wafer-etching, the diffusion process (alloy-junction process), the final 
etching, and the assembly of the base terminal. As for the diffusion process, he illustrated 
a graphite boat pellets would be placed upon for heating and described the temperature, 
material, and heating times. RCA heated the pellets twice in the alloy-junction process. 
First, an indium pellet for the emitter and an N-type germanium pellet for the base with 
nickel for the base terminal were heated at 510°C and then heated again with indium 
placed for the collector at 540°C.75

In the Princeton plant, two single-crystal pulling machines were in use, and silicon 
single crystals were being prepared as well as germanium ones. Using the alloy-junction 
technique, they manufactured both the N‒P‒N type and the P‒N‒P type junction 
transistors. However, Iwama wrote, “I became very disillusioned the longer I watched, 
although maybe they did [manufacture some other products on a larger scale and were as 
well-organized as WE] in other places,”76 suggesting that he thought the RCA plants were 
inferior to the WE plant in its production scale and its control of the manufacturing process.

5.　Consequences of the Communication Regarding Transistor Technology

This section presents Iwama’s conclusions based on his observations of transistor 
manufacturing plants in the United States and the consequences of his communication 
with the American and Japanese people on transistor manufacture.

As previously described, Iwama decided that Totsuko should begin manufacturing 
transistors using only knowledge and information from textbooks and his own 
observations, without a technical tie-up with any American company. Iwama finished his 
observations of transistor manufacturing plants at RCA’s Harrison plant, and in 
correspondence dated March 19, he “summariz[ed his] views on” the present situation of 
transistor manufacturers in the United States He concluded that Totsuko could catch up 
with American companies in a year. He had two reasons.

First, many of the American companies hadn’t yet been successful in controlling 
quality or cost in their manufacturing processes. According to his report, WE could 
certainly build processes that were well controlled enough to manufacture germanium 

73 “Iwama Report,” 1‒19, 0091.
74 Ibid., 0092.
75 Ibid., 0093.
76 Ibid., 0095.
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single crystals in whatever quality and quantity they wanted, but other companies could 
not control the quality or quantity of the single crystals produced. They were unable to 
manufacture transistors suitable for specific applications as they had planned, so they had 
to choose germanium crystals that, by chance, had properties suitable for the application 
which they wanted to fabricate among all they manufactured.77 An editor for Electronics 
magazine, who wrote about transistor manufacture at RCA’s Harrison plant in the 
October 1953 issue, pointed out that “many of the production methods used in [transistor] 
manufacture are small-scale operations in comparison with modern mechanized tube-
making techniques.”78 The situation hadn’t changed when Iwama visited the United States

Second, American companies, except for WE, had no manufacturing technology 
much more advanced than what Totsuko had learned from Transistor Technology. “I 
couldn’t find any profoundly advanced technology [that] we couldn’t imagine by learning 
basic technologies from tr technology [Transistor Technology]. That means the progress 
[of technology] came to a standstill in this one year.”79

While Iwama visited several plants, he continued to purchase apparatus and 
equipment for transistor manufacture. According to the same correspondence, his 
purchases seem to have been very satisfactory; he wrote “the manufacture facility which 
we have prepared and built is enough for our company to start [manufacturing] jun. tr. 
[junction transistor] at first (although we need another apparatuses such as microscopes 
and jigs and material, if we go into details).”80

In the same letter, Iwama also listed the apparatus and material for transistor 
manufacture that he planned to import: Westinghouse generators for single-crystal pulling 
machines; Leed[s] & Northrup temperature control units for heating processes like crystal 
growing and alloy junction; hermetic seals, which encapsulate the junction transistor to 
shut out moisture and dust; and Little Falls Alloy metal wire for the transistor terminals. 
He added that Totsuko would probably need to import a lapping machine, “Lapmaster 
12,” which was used at the WE plant to polish and clean the surfaces of the germanium 
and silicon wafers.81

In April, Iwama at last returned to Japan with an immense amount of luggage in 
which he had apparatus and materials for junction transistor manufacturing, including one 
kilogram of oxide germanium, ten diamond wheels, three ounces of indium sheet, 100 
hermetic seals, six ounces of Pt‒Pb composition, a quart of cement, and so on.82

During Iwama’s trip, Totsuko had prepared and built its facility for transistor 

77 “Iwama Report,” 1‒19, 0086.
78 Fahnestock, op. cit., p. 131.
79 “Iwama Report,” 1‒19, 0088.
80 Ibid., 0087.
81 Ibid.
82 “Iwama Report,” 1‒21, 0107.
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manufacture. Mechanical engineers led by Motosuke Akanebe designed and assembled 
their apparatus by consulting Transistor Technology and the “Iwama Report,” with help 
from Totsuko’s chemists (Amaya, above mentioned) and physicists (Saburo Iwata and 
Tetsuo Tsukamoto). They observed the first amplification by point-contact transistor a 
week before Iwama’s return and finished a junction transistor soon after. However, on 
returning, Iwama looked at them doubtfully, at last recognizing them as transistors after 
seeing the movement of the needles of the voltmeter and ammeter.83

By July, 1954, Totsuko scientists and engineers completed the prototype of the 
transistorized portable radio, SR-1, in which point-contact transistors were used in its 
high-frequency circuit and Ge P‒N‒P alloy junction transistors were used in its low-
frequency circuit. As they had feared, they found the P‒N‒P alloy junction transistors 
unsuitable for the high-frequency amplification circuit and the point-contact transistors 
very unstable in its working.84

Totsuko wanted to use transistors as amplification devices in transistor radio circuits, 
so it needed to prepare and assemble a crystal-grown transistor that was more suitable for 
radio signal amplification than the alloy-junction transistor. As previously described, the 
base layer of the crystal-grown transistor could be made as thin as its cut-off frequency 
was high, such that radio signals could be more easily amplified than by the alloy-
junction technique.85 Also, according to Tsukamoto, Iwama came to believe that the 
crystal-growing method was more suitable for mass production than the alloy-junction 
technique because more N‒P‒N or P‒N‒P sandwich structured crystals with higher-
quality could be obtained from pulling crystals than from the alloy-junction method, 
which needed both the crystal-pulling and heating processes.86

Thus, although Iwama chose the alloy-junction technique for Totsuko’s first mass 
production, the company soon started preparing apparatus and a facility for the crystal-
growing technique. Totsuko skipped building a pilot plant, which Mascarich had exhorted 
them to build first, and immediately built and began operating a manufacturing facility 
for mass production of crystal-grown junction transistors. The crystal yield reached 5% in 
June 1954, and Ibuka told them to start manufacturing. In October 1954, Totsuko showed 
its alloy junction transistors (2T-11, 2T-12, 2T-13, and 2T-14)87 to the public at Tokyo 

83 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., pp. 99‒102.
84 Nobuo Shikai, “Rajio Mokuteki Shiko de Seiko Shita Sony no Tranjisuta Kaihatsu (1) (Sony’s transistor 

R&D succeeded by targeting for the radio receiver application (1)),” Encore, 48 (October, 2006): 14‒16. And, 
see also Yoshiyuki Kawana, Sony Shoki no Handotai Kaihatsu Kiroku: Kigyo Senryaku to Hatten no 
Gendoryoku (The Record of Sony’s Early Semiconductor R&D: the engine for its company strategy and growth 
(private edition, 2015).

85 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., p. 102, Nakagawa, op. cit., p. 63.
86 Aida, op. cit., p. 327.
87 See Totsuko’s advertisement for transistors, which it would start to sell, in Denshi Kogyo (October, 

1954), and Makoto Kikuchi and Yasuo Tarui, “Toranjisuta o Atsukau Hitonotameni (For Those who deal with 
transistors),” Denshi Kogyo (December, 1955), pp. 56‒60.
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Kaikan in Marunouchi, Tokyo. At the end of the same month, the company held a display 
and sale of transistors and application products at Mitsukoshi in Nihonbashi, Tokyo, 
which included clocks, radio receivers, and hearing aids.88

In January, 1955, Totsuko assembled a prototype radio receiver, the TR-52, which 
contained five transistors, a month after an American company named Regency brought 
out the first mass manufactured transistor radio receiver, the Regency TR-1, in the world.89 
However, in May they found a problem with the TR-52; the plastics for its case were 
easily deformed by high temperatures. This transistorized radio receiver was never sold.90

On July 23, 1955, at Tokyo Kaikan, Totsuko showed the TR-55, a transistorized 
portable radio receiver in which five transistors were used: 2T55 for frequency 
conversion, 2T52 for the second amplification of the intermediate frequency, 2T22 for the 
second detection of the AFC, 2T53 for low-frequency signal amplification, and 2T12 for 
low-frequency power output.91 2T22 and 2T12 were alloy-junction transistors and the rest 
were crystal-grown transistors.92

The next month, Totsuko started selling the TR-55 for 18,900 yen (about $978 in 
2016), which was very expensive for ordinary people. At the time, civil servants for the 
national governments with college degrees were paid 7,000‒8,000 yen a month in their 
first year.

The frequency properties of Totsuko’s germanium junction transistors hadn’t yet 
stabilized, so Totsuko had to prepare 12 kinds of local oscillators for super heterodyne 
receivers and pick one with the appropriate resonance frequency for the transistors’ 
properties whenever they assembled a transistorized radio receiver.93

Although at first buyers generally had low opinions of Totsuko’s transistorized radio 
receiver because its sound quality was worse than a portable receiver using tubes, the 
summer of 1956 saw a rapid increase in sales of transistorized portable radio receivers 
among young people. They welcomed transistorized radio receivers because transistors 
consumed less electrical power than tubes, lowering the expense for batteries.94 In an 
advertisement for the TR-55 (Fig. 13), Totsuko emphasized that the cost of batteries for 
transistorized radio receivers would be 1/20th of what it was for portable receivers using 
tubes.

Seeing Totsuko’s success in transistorized portable radio receivers, tube manufacturers 

88 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., pp. 105‒106.
89 See Riordan and Hoddeson, op. cit., pp. 211‒213; Reyer, op.cit.; Robert J. Simcoe, “The Revolution in 

Your Pocket,” American Heritage of Invention and Technology, vol. 20, no. 2 (2004), pp. 12‒18. 
90 Ibid., p. 107.
91 “Tokyo Tsushin Kogyo Toranjista Rajio o Shihan (Tokyo Tusin Kogyo Launched Its Transistorized 

Radio),” Denshi Kogyo (August, 1955), p. 25.
92 Kikuchi, op. cit.
93 Sony Koho Sentaa, op. cit., pp. 106‒107 and Aida, op. cit., pp. 327‒328.
94 Nakagawa, op. cit., p. 66.
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and other companies95 rushed into the transistor and transistorized radio receiver markets. 
The number of germanium transistors manufactured in Japan increased rapidly, and in 1959 
exceeded that of the United States (however, total transistor production in the United States 
was four times that of Japan; silicon transistors were replacing germanium transistors and 
were already becoming mainstream in the United States), and the production of 
transistorized radio receivers had grown at high speed, especially for exports.96 In 1959, the 
number of radio receivers produced in Japan exceeded 10 million, of which 80% were 
transistorized, and almost 90% of which were exported. In September 1959, the Electronics 
Industry Association (EIA) appealed to the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization 
(OCDM) to stop the imports of transistors and products containing them from Japan 
because they were a threat to the American defense industry.97 This was the first trade 
conflict in electronics between the United States and Japan.

6.　Conclusion: Technology Transfer as Interactive Process

We can summarize the process of Totsuko’s transistor technology transfer in four 
stages, as follows:

95 According to Tokita Motoaki, who worked as NEC’s technical advisor on circuit design for companies 
that had bought its transistor products to assemble transistor radios, there were a variety of new comers into the 
market such as housing or pharmaceutical manufacturers.

96 Arai, op. cit., pp. 120‒122.
97 Denshi Kikai Kogyo Kai, op. cit., pp. 69‒70. Also, Choi, op. cit., pp. 189‒192, described the trade 

conflict in detail.

Figure 13.　An advertisement for the TR-55, which had just been launched (Asahi Shimbun, Aug. 23, 1955)
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Stage One:  Acquiring basic knowledge through a reading circle (August 1953 to the end 
of 1953)

Totsuko’s scientists gained basic knowledge about transistor manufacturing by 
reading textbooks on transistors in English and translating them into Japanese.

Stage Two:  Collecting and analyzing knowledge of manufacturing through observations 
and interviews, first round (January 22, 1954 to around February 5, 1954)

Iwama collected and analyzed knowledge about the manufacture of transistors 
through observations of American plants and interviews with technical 
personnel. He especially focused on the knowledge and information needed to 
make a decision on the transistor manufacturing technique to use, the alloy-
junction method or the crystal-grown method, and the materials to use, 
germanium or silicon. During this period, Totsuko personnel started preparing 
and building transistor manufacturing facilities in Japan, while Iwama collected 
information about transistor manufacturing apparatus in the United States

Stage Three:  Choosing the technology of the alloy-junction technique (February 5, 1954 
to around February 10, 1954)

Iwama decided to transfer the alloy-junction technique to his company based 
on knowledge obtained through observations and interviews.

Stage Four:  Collecting and analyzing knowledge of manufacturing through observations 
and interviews, second round (early February 1954 to April 1, 1954)

Iwama collected and analyzed knowledge for transistor manufacturing, mainly 
for the manufacture of germanium transistors by the alloy-junction technique, 
while purchasing transistor manufacturing apparatus and materials. During this 
period, Totsuko engineers successfully assembled a point-contact transistor and 
were building a transistor manufacturing facility in Japan.

As we saw above, Japanese scientists and engineers held Benkyo kai, a series of 
reading circle or study group meetings, to understand the theories behind transistors and 
attain the basic knowledge of the manufacturing process once they decided to transfer the 
technology.98 Scientists and engineers thoroughly read academic articles on transistor theory 
while meeting and discussing what they read at the Electro-Technical Laboratory (ETL) in 
the late 1940s. Once they were able to access Shockley’s textbook describing transistor 
theory and the basic manufacturing process, it became the primary resource to understand 
and absorb the knowledge than by reading academic journals and gathering fragmented 

98 Kita pointed out that Japanese scientists and engineers had often used a “Benkyokai” framework to 
introduce technologies. See Chigusa Kita, “Transistor Computer on Campus since 1960,” a paper presented at 
the annual meeting of the History of Science Society, Vancouver, Canada, November 3, 2006.
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knowledge.99 Early in the 1950s, ETL’s physicists organized a study group in which 
Japanese scientists and engineers could discuss and share knowledge about transistors by 
reading the textbook and other literature together, meeting at ETL’s Tanashi branch.

Totsuko’s scientists and engineers also held a reading circle to study the textbook 
and “Ma Bell’s Cookbook,” Transistor Technology, together. They primarily studied 
transistor manufacturing in detail, although they skipped the quantum mechanics theory 
in the textbook. Iwama prepared for his visits at American plants by carefully studying 
and gaining a deep understanding of Transistor Technology. Iwama and his staff certainly 
found useful information in the pictures and sketches in the “Ma Bell Cookbook,” 
allowing them to build their facility to manufacture transistors through the portability of 
visual images. This finding exemplifies Latour’s analysis of the power of scientific 
literature and its components, including pictures and sketches as “immutable mobiles,” 
for the portability of or ability to replicate scientific experiments and manufacturing.100

We also find that in his reports and letters, Iwama often referred to photo images and 
sketches from the “Ma Bell Cookbook” to illustrate his observations. He sometimes stated 
that the figure and size of an apparatus he observed in a plant were almost the same as 
those of an image he and his engineers had seen in the book; other times, he pointed out 
differences between the apparatus at the American plants and the images in Transistor 
Technology.

Iwama and each of his engineers likely had a copy of the “Ma Bell Cookbook,” 
given that they all attended the reading circle and participated in translating it page by 
page. If so, they could all look at the same pages when Iwama or the engineers needed to 
refer to information within the book to discuss what was written or illustrated. Thus, the 
sketches and photos in the book, which are also regarded as “immutable mobiles” 
according to Latour, acted as points of reference to common interpretation and 
understanding among Iwama and his engineers, even when they were physically 
separated in the United States and Japan. For this reason, Iwama frequently referred to 
the photos and illustrations in Transistor Technology when he communicated with his 
staff via the “Iwama Report.”

But Totsuko scientists and engineers also found that they had to gather more 
knowledge about the manufacturing apparatus and their operation through direct 
observations and interviews with engineers working on transistors. Therefore, Totsuko 
sent its chief scientist, Iwama, to the United States to visit transistor manufacturers and 
manufacturers of transistor manufacturing apparatus and materials. Totsuko’s scientists 
and engineers needed the information and knowledge that Iwama gained first-hand in the 
United States. While Iwama gathered and analyzed knowledge about transistor 

99 Otani, op. cit.
100 Latour, op. cit. 
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manufacturing through observation and interviews in the United States, he communicated 
not only with American engineers face to face but also with his staff in Japan through 
letters and reports. While Totsuko’s engineers built their own facility for transistor 
manufacturing and tried to assemble a point-contact transistor by consulting Transistor 
Technology and the “Iwama Report,” they also asked questions and carried on discussions 
with Iwama via letters to the United States when they couldn’t understand something 
about building and replicating the transistor and the facility for its manufacturing. Thus, 
the information flow was not unilateral from the United States to Japan in the transfer of 
transistor technology by Totsuko. Rather, the transfer required bilateral communication 
between Japan and the United States, with Iwama engaging both sets of scientists and 
engineers in communication through face-to-face interviews and letter-mediated 
discussions.

However, such communications was often accompanied by some distortion because 
of misunderstanding, reinterpretation (adaptation of interpretation to context), or 
misinterpretation, underscoring the need to clarify our ideas and confirm our 
interpretations during communication with our partners.

Iwama used visual images to clarify his ideas or help convey knowledge, and his 
staff could verify whether Iwama’s and their own interpretations were correct by building 
a manufacturing facility to experiment with and assemble their point-contact transistor.

Sketches and illustrations can be used to convey our own interpretation of a 
phenomenon to other people, and drawing pictures can help us clarify the phenomenon to 
ourselves and better understand it because we must interpret the phenomenon in order to 
illustrate it by pictures.101 Iwama interpreted his observations and drew sketches to clarify 
technical points in his findings and ideas, while he used other sketches as rough designs 
of the manufacturing apparatus.

Ferguson identified three kinds of sketches in the creation, conveyance, and 
improvement of engineering ideas. The first is the thinking sketch, which “engineers have 
used . . . to focus and guide non-verbal thinking.” The second is the prescriptive sketch, 
“which is sometimes scaled and which is made by an engineer to direct a drafter in 
making a finished drawing.” The last is the talking sketch, which is “produced constantly 
in exchanges between technical people” in order to improve technical ideas or designs 
and to clarify complex and confusing parts of ideas or drawings. “Such sketches make it 
easier to explain a technical point, because all parties in a discussion share a common 
graphical setting for the idea being debated.”102

101 Michael Lynch, “The External Retina: Selection and Mathematization in the Visual documentation of 
objects in the life sciences,” in Lynch and Woolgar, eds., Representation in Scientific Practice, op. cit., pp. 153‒
186.

102 Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 96‒97.
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We can hypothesize that Iwama’s sketches worked not only as prescriptive sketches, 
but also as talking sketches. Iwama didn’t always have clear ideas about the structures, 
mechanisms, specifications, etc., of the machines and instruments or processes of 
transistor manufacturing, so Totsuko engineers would sometimes find some errors or 
problems in his sketches by experimentally building them. The engineers sometimes 
requested that Iwama re-draw the sketches in which they had found some problems, and 
Iwama would re-draw them with the new observation of the manufacturing facility and 
then re-send them.

In the communication process between Iwama in the United States and his staff in 
Japan, they were able to effectively use the photos and illustrations in Transistor 
Technology and the “Iwama Report” as conveyors of meaning and instruments for 
improving technical ideas about transistor manufacturing. They could also utilize them as 
reference points; that is, as immovable anchors of the interpretation and understanding of 
transistor manufacturing and its apparatus and instruments.

A different way of looking at the situation is in terms of Iwama’s mediation of the 
communication between scientists and engineers in the United States and Japan via the 
“Iwama Report,” although they were not aware of each other and could only interact from 
each side with the same person, Iwama. Iwama himself couldn’t interact with the physical 
world of crystal growing or zone leveling and the assembling or fabricating of transistors, 
but his staff in Japan and the American scientists and engineers could both interact with 
this world through their separate experiments and manufacturing processes. Iwama could 
then connect the practices between scientists and engineers in the United States and Japan 
via interactive communication. Iwama’s mediation might well have helped to narrow the 
cognitive and informational gaps between the American and Japanese scientists and 
engineers. These interactions, mediated by Iwama, helped the Totsuko scientists and 
engineers understand the transistor manufacturing in detail more easily than if they had 
only used the information in books and articles. And the interactive communication 
crossing the Pacific Ocean may be regarded as a dialogue between American and 
Japanese scientists and engineers mediated by Iwama. Iwama has been depicted as a 
bringer of the light, but it is perhaps more accurate to regard him as the mediator of a 
transpacific dialogue, if we focus on the communication whole. This dialogue contributed 
many advantages enjoyed by Totsuko; the dialogue might well have made the transfer of 
transistor technology by Totsuko from the United States to Japan possible and easier than 
the transfers attempted by their Japanese forerunners in transistor technology.
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